Happy New Year! Rumint is true:

- The SECDEF signed coordination response on 13 Dec
- DNI Clapper signed on 15 Dec
- We've been coordinating with the ODNI Staff for the Public Release of the 2.3 Procedures. We could have a signature from the AG as early as this week, certainly prior to the 20th Jan.

The 2.3 Procedures is a good news story – It’s all about collaboration and responsible information sharing with our IC partners, focused on the IC Data as a shared asset to enhance our ability to execute our respective missions. By using our collective, unique, and diverse perspectives and missions, we will create (eventually) graduate-level collaboration across the IC to provide better Intel to inform decision making. That said, the implementation will be a very deliberative process from ODNI, SECDEF, NSA and our IC Partners. The support is there from all parties, along with a very strong sense of ensuring, with confidence, that any IC partner choosing to engage 2.3 Procedures can properly protect raw SIGINT, has appropriately trained personnel (both Compliance and Tradecraft trained), and an ODNI approved Compliance program.